
BUSINESSES CONTINUE TO FEEL 
COVID-19'S IMPACT

In responses to the Fall 2020 Main Street Index*, 25% of 
businesses reported a moderate impact, 28% reported a 
significant impact and 15% reported a severe impact from 
the pandemic. In our February 2021 survey, these numbers 
changed only marginally, with 26% of businesses reporting 
a moderate impact, 30% reporting a significant impact and 
14% reporting a severe impact.

Indicate your business confidence for 2021.

TOP CONCERNS

It’s no shock that loss of revenue is the top concern, which is why companies would be wise to look for opportunities 
to generate cash. There may be tax moves to make in early 2021 that could bring bottom line benefits as well as 
savings potential in operational areas. Employee safety is another top concern for these businesses, and for many 
reasons should remain a priority beyond the pandemic. 

What are your top concerns at this point in time?

LOOKING AHEAD WITH OPTIMISM
Despite the grim outlook of some, the data reflects that many businesses are hopeful for recovery. Over 40% 
reported that they do not anticipate any severe ramifications when looking forward to the next 18 months. And while 
24% do expect severe ramifications if the pandemic does not lighten up, those are mostly expected in the near 
future (3-9 months), showing optimism for the longer view.

Under your state’s reopening program, how much longer 
can the current COVID-19 situation last before it has severe 
ramifications on your business and operations?

FEWER BUSINESSES ARE RELYING ON PPP FUNDING

Compared to the nearly 85% of responses in the Fall 2020 MSI, 59% of businesses say they have or will (within six 
months) leverage the first round of PPP loans, while 43% have or will (within six months) leverage the second PPP 
round. Still, they are utilizing the loans more than other options. With recent updates made to headcount-related 
payroll tax credits, other options may be worth further exploration. Use of the PPP may also reflect Main Street 
Businesses’ optimism that the core disruption from COVID-19 may be moving into the rearview.

Have you or do you plan to within 6 months implement any of 
the following strategies as part of your response to COVID-19?

DESPITE HEADWINDS, THE MAJORITY OF BUSINESSES HAVE A 
POSITIVE OUTLOOK

74% of businesses indicated a positive 
or very positive level of business 
confidence for 2021, noting factors 
such as the vaccine, demand for their 
products/services and growth. To make 
this positive outlook reality, businesses 
should carefully monitor cash flows and 
key performance indicators and 
regularly check in with product/service 
line leaders about opportunities for 
marketplace improvement.10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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Indicate the current state of growth/decline for your 
remote workforce.
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Listen now! “What's 
Going on with the 

Employee Retention 
Tax Credit?”

Download “Building a 
Culture of Safety Toolkit”

What impact
 has COVID-19

 had on your
 business?

REVENUES DECLINING, YET EMPLOYEE 
HEADCOUNTS HOLIDING STEADY OR INCREASING

While 58% of businesses reported a moderate or severe decline in revenue, 64% 
reported they are holding steady or increasing their employee headcount. This shows 
signs of hope and plans for growth. For employers to stay competitive, they will need 
to adjust their recruiting methods. In fact, now is actually a good time to rethink talent 
strategy.

BUSINESSES SHOW RESILIENCY WITH A LARGELY 
REMOTE WORKFORCE EXPECTED TO REMAIN

87% of businesses reported that they’re currently holding steady with the number of 
remote employees or they’re increasing their remote workforce. Further, 72% of 
employers indicated they will keep their employees full- or part-time remote once the 
pandemic is over. Employers will need to adapt quickly to thrive. And, they will need to 
do more to support the wellbeing of a largely remote workforce, which presents its own 
set of challenges.
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Once the pandemic is over, do you plan to keep your employees 
full-time remote, part-time remote or not remotely at all?
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Indicate the current state of growth/decline for the 
following areas of your business.
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Check out our “Guide 
to Successful Talent 
Management Amid 
COVID-19 & Beyond”

Watch now!
“Navigating Remote Work 

& Leadership Amid 
COVID-19 – a 3-Part On-
Demand Webinar Series”

Check out “Managing a 
Remote Workforce: Guide 

to Success.”

Get Your “Roadmap
to Transformative 

Growth.”
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MAIN STREET INDEX COVID-19 Impacts & Recovery
The intent of the Main Street Index is to take the pulse of businesses like yours and provide useful 
data and insights for your organization to leverage.

Our most recent survey in February 2021 polled respondents on COVID-19’s impact on their business 
and their recovery. It is our hope that you can utilize this information to stay up-to-date and perhaps 
provide you with ideas as to how you can accelerate your business’ recovery.


